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appointing Harlan to office at this
particular juncture? None at all.
Every legitimate consideration was
against it. Though nobody ques
tions his abilities, there must be
one or two young republicans equal
ly able whom Mr. McKinley might
have chosen. Why did he prefer
Harlan? Since it has taken Mr.
McKinley nearly fotir years to dis
cover Harlan's peculiar fitness for
official life, though the young man's
qualifications were early called to
his attention, the appointment just
at the moment when Justice Har
lan's judicial leanings toward a pres
idential policy happened to be of
supreme importance to Mr. Mc
Kinley, is most disagreeably sugges
tive. If it does not imply a purpose
of influencing the court, it does im
ply indifference to public confidence
in the court, and for practical pur
poses both are bad unless promptly
rebuked. Since young Harlan has
not seen fit to defend his father's
good name by refusing McKinley's
indelicate appointment, it is to be
hoped that Judge Harlan himself
will not. omit to administer a fitting
rebuke at the first opportunity.
We take pleasure in promoting the
circulation of Gen. MacArthur's offi
cial assurances that "houses of prostitutiori are not licensed, protected orencouraged" by the American military
authorities in the Philippines. The
public may now draw its own con
clusions, from Gen. MacArthur's
official assurances on one hand and
the photographs of manifestly pro
tected resorts of this character on
the other. Incidentally it will be
noted that official assurances from
Manila in the past have not proved
to be altogether trustworthy.
So enormous are the combinations
of monopolies now forming that the
mind cannot take in their magnitude.
To speak of them in general terms is
like speaking of astronomical dis
tances in the ordinary terms of meas
urement. They cannot be appre
ciated without resort to striking sim
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stance, would not last two years if ho
should offend them and they should
deem it necessary to remove him from
their pathu

iles or comparisons. Something of
this kind is fortunately furnished, by
a partner of J. Pierpont Morgan. He
furnishes it quite blandly, a9 if un
conscious of its tragic significance.
We refer to Eobert Bacon, of the firm
of J. P. Morgan & Co., and a director
of the Federal Steel company. His
words will be found in the New York
World of January 15, 1901. Mr. Ba
con had been asked by the World re
porter:
Would the purchase of the Carnegie
Steel company mean that the railroads,
the coal companies and the steel com
panies would ail be controlled by one
community of interest?
He replied:
By one man. When Hi i n combination
Lm completed, J. P. Morgan will be the
absolute head of It all.
The combination in question, though
not yet complete, is in process of
successful negotiation.

I.
Students of the mystification the
ories of political economy, now fun
ning their course through American
universities, like the whooping
cough or the measles through a dis
trict school, must notice that the
most prominent characteristics of
these mighty triflings with the hu
man reason are infinite detail and
slovenly classification.
They are
often so absurd in those respects as
far and away to outdo old Polonius
in his analysis of the drama into—
tragedy, comedy, history, pastoral,
pastorical-comical. historical-pastoral,
tragical - historical, tragical - comicalhistorical-pastoral, scene individable,
or poem unlimited.

That extraordinary statement of
a leading member of the firm of J.
P. Morgan & Co. throws a brilliant
light into the depths of the industrial
precipice toward the brink of which
this monopoly-ridden nation is rush
ing. Further light—not direct, how
ever, but reflected—is thrown upon
the omnipotence of Morgan's house
byan observant Wall street reader who
writes:
My association (or should I say
attritiom) with a Wall street bankingfirm during the past two years has
given me much information as to the
fearful power already exerted by the
house of J.P.Morgan & Co., which, with
at the most three others, can damo
any financial project brought to New
York. In the matter of the National
Tube company organization alone, I
am positively informed that they re
ceived as promoters, not underwriters,
$10,000,000 of the stock, $5,000,000 pre
ferred and $5,000,000 comimoni; and that
company earned 24l/2 per cent, on its
common stock, after paying its seven
per cent, on the preferred and writing
off, etc The tremendous ramifications
of the three groups (which are prac
tically one), as represented by Morgan,
Standard Oil and the Metropolitan
Traction company (which as you know
is also the United Gas Improvement
company of Philadelphia and also the
Chicago Traction interests) are such
that no business man, however rich
and powerful, can stand against them,
even if disposed to do so. I really be
lieve that John Wanamaker, for in

This lack-method method of uni
versity "economics" gives "scien
tific" sanction to an industrial the
ory which originates in vulgar ob
servation of superficial appearances,
and is commonly distinguished as
"the wages system."
Plutocrats stubbornly cling to
"the wages system" as something
good, while socialists wish to abolish
it as an unmitigated evil. Both see
it, however, in the same way. They
see it as Talmage and Ingersoll saw
religion, upside down; and like Tal
mage and Ingersoll with inverted
religion, one likes it and the other
doesn't.
According to this eco
nomic concept labor is a commodity.
It is bought and sold in the mar
kets; and its price, like the prices
of other commodities, rises and falls
with the fluctuations of demand and
supply—the demand that affects la
bor price being demand of employers
for wage workers, and the supply be
ing the supply of men wishing to
be hired.
To the socialist "the wages sys
tem" is a system of slavery, the wage
worker being forced by it to sell
himself from period to period, for
life, in a market glutted with wage
workers. To the captain of indus
try it is a convenient system—he
would not call it slavery, for he
doesn't like the word—of making
"capital and labor friends, not en

THE WAGES SYSTEM.
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emies," by bringing them into '"Vol
untary" cooperation, like that of
the lamb and the lion when the
lamb is within. To both it is a nor
mal development of competitive in
dustry, and in this view the "eco
nomic" cult of the universities
"scientifically"'' concurs.
That the industrial relations of
employers and employed are now
regulated by an oppressive wage
system is undeniable.
That this
system is a system of slavery is
equally so. The labor market of
the present time is a veritable slave
mart. Labor, in the existing in-dustrial regime, is nothing but a
commodity. The man himself is
sold. Nor is this shocking condi
tion modified by the fact that he is
sold by himself. It is all the more
shocking that men should be forced
by circumstances to beg some one to
buy them. Under this "wages sys
tem," let it be noted also, the buyer
contracts none of the personal obli
gations of the slave master. He pays
the wage-slave the cost of his poor
"keep," and there his responsibility
ends.
But it is one thing to recognize
the "wages system" as an industrial
phenomenon of the existing order of
things—the existing disorder is abet
ter phrase—and quite another to con
clude with the university cult in
"economics," and socialists who ac
cept their dicta, that it is a system
in the sense of being the normal
regulation of the industrial rela
tions of employer and employed in
a competitive social order. „ Nor
mally the "wages system" as it ex
ists is utterly foreign to the prin
ciple of competition. It is not a
product of normal competition; it
is a social disease developed from
strangulated competition.
All this is readily perceived upon
common sense investigation. It is
obscure only to minds that are overstored with detail and over-tutored
in the "scientific" methods of eco
nomic classification. Clearness of
analysis, not profundity of learning
nor wealth of statistical informa
tion, is the requisite for an examina
tion into the subject. By that meth
od of examination it may be plainly
seen that the wages system, as we
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experience it now, is a painfully dis
torted image—distorted by inter
ference with competition—of what
would under free competition be one
of the beneficial phenomena of trade.
For the understanding of the na
ture of "the wages system," industrial
history does not furnish the best ma
terial. Of the usefulness of indus
trial history as a side light there
need be no question. But it is from
a consideration of the laws of hu
man nature as we perceive them in
operation in ourselves and in our
neighbors, that the truest explana
tion of the wages system is to he
had. We do know in a general way
how men in general will act under
given circumstances of a general
kind. We do not know in a particu
lar way what particular men will
do under given circumstances of a
particular kind. History assumes to
tell us, but history is far from
infallible. The crudest generaliza
tions as to the probabilities of hu
man conduct in given circumstances
are much more likely to be true than
the most expert generalizations from
historical or statistical data, which
may themselves be false or incom
plete.
Wo know, for example, or we can
know if we reason about the famil
iar characteristics of human nature,
what men in general would do as to
accepting or rejecting wages, pro
vided they were living in the full
est freedom that the laws of exter
nal nature permit. Let us, then, as
sume for the starting point of an
inquiry into the wages system that
men are living in such freedom. In
other -words, let us imagine—not as
romancers imagine plots and inci
dents, but as mathematicians imag
ine axioms—what the wages sys
tem would be in healthy industrial
conditions. In that way alone can
we safely determine whether the
wages system is essentially a para
sitical device, or a beneficent mani
festation of industrial life perverted
by industrial disease.'
n.
In the fullest conceivable free
dom men must work. Natural laws
do not permit them to live without
eating, and unless they work they
cannot eat. This is manifestly true
of men in the sense of mankind, or
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as a whole. Individual men may
eat without working; but if they do,
it is only because other men work
for them without compensation. And
other men will not ordinarily do
that, unless coerced. In the ab
sence of coercive power, then,
every man must ordinarily work in
order to live.
It is instinctive with men, how
ever, to do the least work for the
greatest result. They naturally seek
the best living in the easiest way.
That is the secret of labor-saving
invention. But for this human in
stinct none of the devices for the
lessening of human effort and the
enhanced production of human sat
isfactions would be utilized. One of
the devices for this purpose, in fact
the all inclusive device, since every
other springs from it, is trade.
No individual could with his own
direct labor supply his own wants.
He could neither feed himself, nor
clothe himself, nor house himself in
a civilized way if he were obliged
to make all his own food and
clothing and shelter. But by ac
quiring skill in making one kind of
commodity he may by means of
trade swap' the particular commod
ities that he makes, for those that he
wants. When he does this in free
dom—neither party to the trading
contract having any other advan
tage than his superior productive
knowledge, skill and exertion may
give him—the things that each re
ceives in the trade are as truly his
earnings as if he had made them
himself.
Here, then, is a system which
springs up naturally, not as a his
torical evolution, but as a sponta
neous expression of human powers
of -roduction acting under the im
pulse of human desires to get the
most with the least effort. Indus
trial history records the process of
development with more or less ac
curacy, but the nature of the phe
nomenon may be better understood
by logical analysis than from his
torical data.
This system
is
natural industrial cooperation gen
erated and maintained by trade.
Every trade is a private free con
tract between two individuals, and
the myriads of such trades, interde
pendent like the links of chain
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armor, produce a perfection of co were to describe any considerable
operation to which no premeditated community of free men as having
cooperative scheme can approximate. in such circumstances habitually
acted essentially otherwise, we
should all say, unhesitatingly: So
If v.-o suppose that trade would
much the worse for that industrial
naturally first be manifest in the history. Every sane man, even of
exchange of labor ^products— the the university "economic" cult,
order of development, is neither would promptly reject such a his
known historically nor really impor tory as manifestly a romance, and
tant philosophically—we can under rest his conclusions upon his con
stand that fluctuations in demand viction that human nature, like
for particular products would re mathematical axioms, is the same
quire every producer to be a busi everywhere and at all times.
ness man in the sense of keeping
in.
himself well informed regarding the
We
are
now
prepared
to see how
multifarious variations of demand
and supply. But this would divert a legitimate wages system, the gen
his energy from direct production. uine and useful system of which the
He could not acquire business skill one we are familiar with is the dis
except at the expense of skill in his torted image, may develop.
primary calling ; and that being un
economical, the instinct we have al-.
As production, facilitated by
ready described, that instinct which trade, divides and subdivides and
impels men to satisfy their desires consequently becomes more cornwith the least exertion, would lead complex, men find it profitable to
some producers to cultivate business devote their labor to the making of
skill at the expense of skill of other only parts of commodities. To bor
kinds, and to contribute to the sum row an illustration from modern in
of cooperative energies by relieving dustry, one man does nothing but
producers of the necessity of make shoe soles. If all were free,
•watching for trading opportunities. this would not be done unless
Men in this new occupation would those who did it found it advanta
buy and sell as middle men. They geous to themselves. Coercion, it
would be in a sense speculators in must be understood, is excluded
labor products, buying when de from consideration at present.
mand was low and selling when it
Or, without borrowing illustra
had risen. The sen-ice they would tions from modern industry, we
render would be to save the ex may refer to such industries as
penditure by original producers of house building or ship building. No
their energies in the processes of individual would be able alone to
trading. And this would be a genu build a house or a ship. He must
ine service; else original producers, cooperate with others. With some,
being free from coercion, would those who work with him upon
have nothing to do with the mid the house or the ship itself, he
dleman* They would themselves su cooperates directly and conscious
perintend the processes of trading, ly; but with by far the larger
if, all things considered, they could number he cooperates indirectly and
do so advantageously. And if mid unconsciously through trade. Sup
dlemen made excessive profits, oth pose that a dozen house builders
er producers, being free from co wish to build each of them a house.
ercion, would compete until the in Since they cannot themselves decomes of middlemen had been re all the work that is involved in
duced to the level of incomes for house building, they must trade
original production requiring equal the products of their labor, through
skill and effort.
the intricate network of com
So much is obvious. To under merce, with all the thousands of
stand human nature in its more unknown laborers in a multi
general manifestations is to per plicity of occupations who cooperate
ceive that in the circumstances sup with them. If the house builders
posed men would act in the manner have no accumulated products, or
indicated. If an industrial history credit acquired in the form of

mojiey or otherwise for products
they have previously produced, then,
either to middlemen, or "directly to
the producers of material, they
must "mortgage,"' to use a com
mon colloquialism, a share in the
houses they are about to build;
and, having built these houses, they
will own the houses in proportion to
their several contributions of labor,
subject to the shares of the ma
terial men. This would be nat
ural cooperation in house building.
But it would be exceedingly complex
cooperation were it not for the mid
dlemen who accumulate, by buying
from the thousands of miscella
neous producers, the material and
tools which the immediate builders
must have.
Even with these middlemen as
labor savers, for such they are, the
dozen builders might not find their
partnership method the most satis
factory One might want a house,
and therefore be willing to join the
other 11 in building 12 houses,
each to take one of the 12 houses
for his work. But if the others did
not want houses, except to trade
them for something else, they would
hesitate about going into the en
terprise unless they were assured of
trading opportunities. At this point
the employer, as we call him in the
distorted wages system of our time,
would step in to correlate all the
housebuilding forces and thereby
promote the erection of those 12
houses.
He would buy the houses in ad
vance of their erection. That is, he
would say to the dozen house build
ers: "Gentlemen, I will marshal the
material for the projected houses,
and will pay you so much apiece for
them as compensation for your work
after it is done; or I will pay you
so much a week, from day to day,
as you proceed with the work. If
I pay you at the end of the job I
shall pay you more than if I pay you
from week to week as the work
goes on. Let us agree together.*'
The builders, being free to accept
or reject these terms, and under no
fear of poverty if they decline, will
decide, considering similar offers
from other middlemen, whether to
accept the offer; and, if they do ac
cent, whether or not to take the
higher pay for the houses when fin
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ished or the lower pay in weekly
wages. They will do in the matter
what seems most profitable to them
selves.
Suppose they take the weekly
wages, preferring its benefits and
certainties to the greater* benefits
but lesser certainty and longer de
lay of payment at the end of the
job. Then we have the wages sys
tem. But what is it other than a
mode of cooperation?
These builders do not sell them
selves. They discount the value of
their future work for the sake of
an immediate trade of what they do
for what they want. At the end
the houses will have been produced
by cooperation, by a fair partner
ship arrangement, as truly as if it
had been a partnership in form.
The only difference is that one of
the partners buys up the interest
of the others in advance, in a free
contract which is as beneficial to
them as to him. Though he gets
something which by themselves
trading the houses they might get,
yet he docs work in effecting the
trades which they would have to
dron house building to attend to.
In other words, he earns what he
gets, and they lose nothing that they
earn.
Reduced to the last analysis, this
wages system is a system under
which employer and employes are
free cooperators, all sharing in the
final result, namely, those things
for which the product is traded, the
employer's share being compensa
tion for his work in effecting the
trades that marshal the materials,
for his work in superintending the
production, and for his work in
trading the product, while the
shares of the employes are compen
sation for their work in putting the
materials together without being
troubled either to marshal the ma
terials or to trade the final product.
And these shares must be mu
tually satisfactory, for in free con
ditions neither party to the hiring
contract need allow the other to
oppress him. Competition bearing
not in only one direction, but, like
the weight of the air, bearing with
equal force in all directions, main
tains an equilibrium of compensa
tion for every worker at the point
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of earnings.
The wages system,
then, in free conditions, is a mode
of cooperation which adjusts itself
to the satisfaction of all the coop
erators by their mutual consent.
IV.
Under that natural wages system
hired laborers are not commodities.
They remain partners or cooperators
in production, discounting their de
mands upon satisfactory terms, in
return for exemption from certain
kinds of necessary labor. But the
fairness and usefulness of this sys
tem depends upon the freedom of
its environment.
In coercive conditions this nat
ural and most useful mode of dviding labor and distributing its pro
ceeds is degraded into the wages
system which socialists justly de
nounce as a species of slavery.
When social institutions foster the
monopoly of natural opportunities
for labor so that workmen sell their
labor in a glutted market because
they cannot utilize it otherwise,
then the relation of employer and
employe ceases to be a relationship
of free cooperators and becomes in
greater or less degree a relationship
of master and slave. It is evident,
however, that the seat of the in
justice is not the wages system. It
is the effect upon the wages system
of unfree conditions.
By promoting the monopoly of
natural opportunities for produc
tion and trade—the soil. and the
mine, factory and store sites, rights
of way for transportation, and
the various other facilities which
nature provides for labor, and which
are more or less included in those
enumerated—and by taxing labor in
every direction in which it turns
for purposes of production, we have
generated in place of free competi
tion a jug-handled competition, a
competition that is all one sided.
Employers and employes do not con
tract upon even ground. The em
ployer offers his own terms, and the
employe must either accept or
starve. Natural opportunities be
ing closed by private monopoly, and
production being checked by taxa
tion upon enterprise and thrift, the
supply of labor tends constantly to
outrun the effective demand for la
bor, and so to maintain a glutted

"labor market."
Competition in
these circumstances is like air press
ure in only one direction. Labor
ers are subject to the pressure of
competition on their side, but are
not protected in equal degree by the
pressure of competition on the
other. The equilibrium is thereby
disturbed and the wages system be
comes distorted in consequence into
the shape that incenses the social
ist and pleases the captain of in
dustry.
It is not the wages system that a
discriminating examination into the
subject discovers for labor to quar
rel with. In itself that system is
as natural as breathing. It is one
of the useful adjustments of coop
erative production, when carried on
in freedom. To make war upon it
is to distract attention and to
divert reformatory energy from the
real evil that turns this useful ad
justment into an engine of oppres
sion. We cannot destroy the wages
system 'without making men over
again, or putting them into govern
mental strait jacket. We can, if
we will, destroy the monopolies
which so disturb the competitive
equilibrium as to reduce laborers to
the condition of dependent and
desperate hunters for work, and
make freedom of contract between
employer and employe a dismal
mockery.
With the monopolies
destroyed, freedom of contract
would be restored and the wages
system would no longer be oppress
ive.

NEWS
Victoria, queen of England, died
on the 23d, at G:30 in the afternoon,
London time. The first authentic
news of her fatal illness was published
on the 18th by her secretary, Sir Ar
thur John Bigge.K. C.B. He explained
that her health had suffered consid
erably from the strain of last year's
events, and that the past few weeks
especially had told upon her nervous
system, in consequence of which her
physician had ordered that she be
kept perfectly quiet and abstain alto
gether from transacting business.
At midnight on the 19th her illness
became alarming. She was at that
time stricken with paralysis, and the

